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Abstract
An abelian pattern describes the set of strings that comprise of
the same combination of characters. Given an abelian pattern P and
a text T ∈ Σn, the task is to find all occurrences of P in T , i.e. all
substrings S = Ti...Tj such that the frequency of each character in S
matches the specified frequency of that character in P .
In this report we present simple online algorithms for abelian pat-
tern matching, and give a lower bound for online algorithms which is
Ω(n).
Key Words: Pattern Matching; String Matching; Abelian Pat-
terns; Online Algorithms; Permutation Patterns; Compomers
1 Introduction
In the past few years, the abundance of completely sequenced genomes has
led to the idea of comparison and analysis of whole genomes at gene level.
Gene clustering is one approach for this type of comparison and analysis. It
is believed that genes with similar functionality tend to occur close to each
other, so gene clustering can help in finding the functionality of genes. More-
over, it can also help in inferring the phylogenetic distance between different
organisms. Gene clustering aims at finding genes that are located in close
proximity of each other, hence it assumes that the order of the occurrence of
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these genes is irrelevant. This phenomenon can be approximately modeled
by abelian pattern matching, as we are not interested in the order of the
occurrence of characters in an abelian pattern, rather we want to find the
substrings matching the specified frequencies of the characters.
Abelian patterns (also known as compomers [1] and permutation patterns
[3]) have also been considered for DNA de-novo sequencing [1]. Abelian
pattern matching also resembles weighted string matching [2]; however, the
set of all the matching weighted strings (i.e. all those strings whose weights
are the same as those of the given string) is a superset of all the abelian
matches of the given string. Moreover, matching weighted strings can be of
different lengths, but exactly matching abelian patterns are always of the
same length.
2 Abelian Pattern Matching
The problem of Abelian Pattern Matching differs from Classical Pattern
Matching in the sense that in case of classical pattern matching we seek
for exact occurrences of a pattern substring in the given input string, and
the order of characters in the pattern substring is preserved while looking
for a match. In case of abelian pattern matching, however, the order of
characters in the pattern substring does not matter. Hence ‘abc’ and ‘bac’
are considered matching (abelian) substrings. Here we are not looking for
an exact (ordered) occurrence of a substring, rather we want to find any
permutation of a given combination of characters that forms our pattern
substring.
2.1 Formal Problem Definition
Formally, given an alphabet Σ, an abelian pattern is a function P : Σ → N
that assigns a multiplicity to each character in Σ. We set ΣP := {c ∈ Σ :
P (c) > 0}, the set of characters occurring in the pattern, and call |ΣP | the
size of the pattern. We write the pattern symbolically as P =
∑
c∈Σ mc c,
where mc = P (c) denotes the multiplicity of character c in the pattern.
We call m := |P | :=
∑
c∈ΣP
mc the length of the pattern. For example,
over the alphabet Σ = {a, b, c, d}, the strings abcb and bbca match the same
abelian pattern P = (1, 2, 1, 0) (function specification in lexicographic order)
or P = 1a+ 2b+ 1c+ 0d = a + 2b+ c (symbolic sum specification).
Given an abelian pattern P and a text T ∈ Σn, the abelian pattern match-
ing problem is to find all occurrences of P in T , i.e. all positions of sub-
strings S = Ti...Tj with j − i + 1 = |P | such that the frequency of each
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character in S matches the specified frequency of that character in P . For
T = ababcccabaccbacdddba, the pattern P = 2a + b + 3c occurs at positions
3, 5 and 10.
2.2 Properties of Abelian Patterns
Abelian patterns are quite different from normal classical patterns. In this
section we shed light on properties of abelian patterns.
• The number of abelian patterns/strings of length m over an alphabet
Σ can be viewed as the number of integer solutions to the equation
x1 + · · ·+ x|Σ| = m
under the condition that xi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , |Σ|. This number
is
(
|Σ|+m−1
m
)
[6]. Note that, for large values of m, this number is sig-
nificantly smaller than the number of classical patterns of length m
over the alphabet Σ, which is |Σ|m. This is because of the fact that an
abelian pattern can be spelled by more than one strings.
• Let SP be the set of all strings that match an abelian pattern P , then
we call SP the pattern set of P and |SP | the size of the pattern set of
P . For an abelian pattern P =
∑|Σ|
i=1 mci ci of length m, the size of its
pattern set can be computed as the multinomial coefficient:
|SP | =
(
m
mc1, . . . , mc|Σ|
)
2.3 Some Definitions
In this section we give some definitions that we use later.
Definition 1. An abelian pattern P ′ =
∑|Σ|
i=1 m
′
ci
ci is an abelian sub-pattern
of another abelian pattern P =
∑|Σ|
i=1 mci ci if and only if m
′
ci
≤ mci for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , |Σ|. Symmetrically, P is called an abelian super-pattern of P ′.
Definition 2. Given an abelian pattern P =
∑|Σ|
i=1 mci ci and its abelian sub-
pattern P ′ =
∑|Σ|
i=1 m
′
ci
ci, the abelian pattern P − P ′ :=
∑|Σ|
i=1 (mci −m
′
ci
) ci
is called the difference pattern between P and P ′.
Definition 3. Given an abelian pattern P =
∑|Σ|
i=1 mci ci, the multiset {mci |
ci ∈ ΣP} denoted by MP is called the multiplicity set of P .
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Observation 1. The length-j abelian sub-patterns of an abelian pattern P of
length m have a many-to-one relationship with the integer partitions of m−j.
For each partition λ of m− j, there exists a distinct class Cλ comprising of
(zero or more) length-j abelian sub-patterns of P such that the elements of
MP−P ′ have a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of λ for each
P ′ ∈ Cλ.
Example: Given an abelian pattern P = 3a + 2b + 2c with m = 7, the
following are its length-4 abelian sub-patterns:
P ′1 = 2a + b+ c P
′
2 = 2a+ 2b
P ′3 = 2a + 2c P
′
4 = 3a+ b
P ′5 = a + b+ 2c P
′
6 = 3a+ c
P ′7 = a + 2b+ c P
′
8 = 2b+ 2c
and the following are the integer partitions of 3 = 7− 4 :
3 = 3 (call this partition λ1)
= 2 + 1 (call this partition λ2)
= 1 + 1 + 1 (call this partition λ3)
The length-4 abelian sub-patterns of P are classified as follows:
Cλ1 = {P
′
8}, as
λ1 = 3 ; and
l
MP−P ′
8
= { 3 }
Cλ2 = {P
′
2, P
′
3, P
′
4, P
′
5, P
′
6, P
′
7}, as
λ2 = 2 + 1 ; and
l l
MP−P ′
i
= { 2 , 1 } for 2 ≤ i ≤ 7
Cλ3 = {P
′
1}, as
λ3 = 1 + 1 + 1 ; and
l l l
MP−P ′
1
= { 1 , 1 , 1 }
Note that in case of length-3 abelian sub-patterns of P , if λ specifies the
partition 4 = 4, then Cλ is empty.
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Figure 1: A window of length m is slided along the text
2.4 General Setting
In this report we discuss several algorithms for abelian pattern matching that
do not require preprocessing of the text. In these algorithms, as in many
other classical pattern matching algorithms [7], a sliding window of length
m is moved along T and checked for a possible pattern match (Figure 1).
We use three approaches for the procedure of checking for a possible pattern
match inside the window:
Prefix based approach. In this approach we read the characters in the
window one by one starting from the left end of the window. So at any
time we have information about a prefix of the window.
Suffix based approach. Here we read the characters in the window one by
one starting from the right end of the window. So at any time we have
information about a suffix of the window. This approach may allow to
skip some text characters from processing.
Parameterized suffix based approach. We employ the suffix based ap-
proach in a parameterized manner, and at any time we have information
about at most two factors of the window.
In all the algorithms presented in this report, we use a frequency vector
CFV (current frequency vector) which keeps the count of the characters read
in the current window, and another frequency vector P (pattern frequency
vector) which contains the count of the characters in the abelian pattern
that is to be found. Both CFV and P can be implemented using linked lists,
sorted arrays or directly accessible arrays. For a directly accessible array, the
cost of query and increment/decrement operations in these vectors is O(1) in
the RAM model, and the memory requirement depends on the perfect hash
function used for the direct accessibility feature; for a minimal perfect hash
function, the memory requirement is O(|Σ|). From now onwards we assume
that there exists a minimal perfect hash function ρ for the characters in Σ,
and both CFV and P are maintained as directly accessible arrays of size
|Σ|. Note that for the alphabets of English language, ρ is quite simple; it
just subtracts a constant from the ASCII values of the characters.
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3 Prefix Based Algorithm
In the prefix based algorithm, we set a window of size m at the beginning
of the input text T and process the characters in the window in a prefix
based manner. After we have processed the last character in the window, we
check the current window for a match with the given pattern P. After that,
the window is slid towards the right by one position and checked again for a
match. This way the window is slid through the whole text. As the m − 1
length suffix of the current window equals the m−1 length prefix of the next
window, we can construct the next window from the immediately preceding
window in constant time. Pseudo code of this algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1.
In the first phase of this algorithm we initialize CFV with the firstm char-
acters of T . We also initialize the mismatch for this CFV , where mismatch
counts the number of differences between CFV and P . If mismatch is zero,
we output the first position of the text as starting position of a matching
abelian pattern. In the next phase we proceed incrementally. We construct
the new CFV by performing two operations on the previous CFV . We also
update mismatch in constant time.
This algorithm reads and processes every character in T exactly twice;
for the first time to increment its frequency in CFV , and for the second
time to decrement its frequency in CFV . So the overall time complexity of
this algorithm is Θ(n). At any point in time, this algorithm keeps in memory
only two frequency vectors, P and CFV ; and one integer variable mismatch.
Hence the space complexity of this algorithm is O(|Σ|), in addition to the
space required for the input and the output.
4 Suffix Based Horspool Type Algorithm
This algorithm is an adaptation of Horspool [5] type algorithms. Instead of
reading characters from left to right, here we read characters from right to
left in the search window; thus using a suffix based approach. While reading
characters from right to left inside the window, as soon as an overflow of
frequency in CFV occurs (i.e. the frequency of a character in CFV exceeds
its specified one in P ), we stop reading further in the window, as this window
cannot contain the given pattern. In fact, no substring that contains the so
far read suffix of this window can be a matching pattern. So we can safely
shift this window towards the right at the position of the second character of
this suffix (as it was the first character of the suffix that caused the overflow).
After the window shift, we reset the frequencies of all the characters that were
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Algorithm 1 Prefix based Abelian Pattern Matching
Input: A pattern P of length m, a text stream T = T [1] . . . T [n] and a hash
function ρ
Output: Positions where the given abelian pattern starts in T
⊲ Build current frequency vector (CFV ) for the first m characters
1: for i = 1 to |Σ| do
2: CFV [i] ← 0
3: for i = 1 to m do
4: CFV [ρ(T [i])] ← CFV [ρ(T [i])] + 1
⊲ Calculate the number of mismatching characters between the current
window and the given pattern
5: mismatch ← 0
6: for i = 1 to |Σ| do
7: if CFV [i] 6= P [i] then
8: mismatch ← mismatch + 1
9: if mismatch = 0 then
10: output 1
11: i←2
12: while i ≤ n−m+ 1 do
13: if T [i− 1] 6= T [i+m− 1] then
14: CFV [ρ(T [i− 1])]← CFV [ρ(T [i− 1])]− 1
15: if CFV [ρ(T [i− 1])] = P [ρ(T [i− 1])] then
16: mismatch ← mismatch − 1
17: else if CFV [ρ(T [i− 1])] = P [ρ(T [i− 1])]− 1 then
18: mismatch ← mismatch + 1
19: CFV [ρ(T [i+m− 1])]← CFV [ρ(T [i+m− 1])] + 1
20: if CFV [ρ(T [i+m− 1])] = P [ρ(T [i+m− 1])] then
21: mismatch ← mismatch − 1
22: else if CFV [ρ(T [i+m− 1])] = P [ρ(T [i+m− 1])] + 1 then
23: mismatch ← mismatch + 1
24: if mismatch = 0 then
25: output i
26: i← i+ 1
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read previously. For this, we maintain a list RCList (read characters list)
that holds all the characters read in the window. We also use a binary vector
RCV (read characters vector) to avoid inserting the same character multiple
times in RCList. Note that under the suffix based approach, the number of
characters in RCList at any time is O(|ΣP |).
By using the technique of safely shifting the window, we can skip some
characters from processing, but at the same time there is a danger of read-
ing several characters multiple times. This algorithm is only efficient if the
sparseness of matches holds (i.e. only a few substrings of the input string
match to a given abelian pattern), because if this is not the case (i.e. the
number of matches is significant) then overflows will not occur frequently
and this algorithm will not benefit much. Pseudo code of this algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 2.
The worst case complexity of this algorithm is O(nm), as we may need
to read the same character m times. The best case occurs when, on average,
we detect an overflow after reading a constant number of characters in each
window; thus giving a best case time complexity of Ω(n/m).
The average case analysis of this algorithm depends heavily on the pat-
tern. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 1. If on average we read ǫm characters in each window, then the
time complexity of the suffix based abelian pattern matching is O( nǫ
1−ǫ
).
Proof. We read ǫm characters in the window and advance the window by
(1 − ǫ)m + 1 positions. This gives us an O( ǫ
1−ǫ
) cost for processing one
character, and for the whole text this cost becomes O( nǫ
1−ǫ
).
Theorem 1. Let us assume that P is fixed and that the characters of the
input text are independently and identically distributed, with probability 1/|Σ|
for each character at each position. Then the average case time complexity
of the suffix based abelian pattern matching algorithm is
O
(
n
∑m−1
k=0 |ASP(P, k)|
m|Σ|k −
∑m−1
k=0 |ASP(P, k)|
)
where ASP(P, k) denotes the set of strings of length k that match abelian
sub-patterns of P .
Proof. If the overflow occurs after exactly k characters, we have read k char-
acters and advanced the window by m− k + 1 characters. Let J denote the
random variable that describes the number of characters read in a window.
Thus on average, in each iteration of the algorithm, the window is advanced
by m+ 1− E[J ] characters while examining E[J ] characters.
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Algorithm 2 Suffix based Abelian Pattern Matching
Input: A pattern P of length m, a text stream T = T [1] . . . T [n] and a hash
function ρ
Output: Positions where the given abelian pattern starts in T
1: for i = 1 to |Σ| do
2: CFV [i] ← 0
3: RCV [i]← 0
4: RCList ← ∅
5: i← 1
6: while i ≤ n−m+ 1 do
7: overflow ← 0
8: for all c ∈ RCList do
9: CFV [ρ(c)]← 0
10: RCV [ρ(c)]← 0
11: remove c from RCList
12: j ← i+m− 1
13: while j ≥ i and overflow = 0 do
14: CFV [ρ(T [j])]← CFV [ρ(T [j])] + 1
15: if RCV [ρ(T [j])] = 0 then
16: insert T [j] in RCList
17: RCV [ρ(T [j])]← 1
18: if CFV [ρ(T [j])] > P [ρ(T [j])] then
19: overflow ← 1
20: j ← j − 1
21: if overflow = 1 then
22: i← j + 2
23: else
24: output i
25: i← i+ 1
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The probability that an overflow occurs after ≤ k characters equals the
probability that the rightmost k characters in the window are not an abelian
sub-pattern of P :
P(J ≤ k) = 1− |ASP(P, k)|/|Σ|k
Since E[J ] =
∑m
k=0 k P(J = k) =
∑m
k=1 P(J ≥ k) =
∑m
k=1 [1 − P(J ≤
k − 1)] =
∑m−1
k=0 |ASP(P, k)|/|Σ|
k; by applying Lemma 1, the theorem is
proved.
Now we show how |ASP(P, k)| can be computed using partitions of k¯ :=
m−k. We can generate all the partitions of k¯ by using any algorithm for gen-
erating integer partitions [4, 8]. For a partition λ := 〈1α1, 2α2 , . . . , k¯αk¯〉 ⊢ k¯
(that is, k¯ = α11 + α22 + · · ·+ αk¯k¯), we construct the abelian sub-patterns
belonging to Cλ, and sum |SP ′| for all P ′ ∈ Cλ. By iterating this procedure
over all the partitions of k¯, we obtain |ASP(P, k)|. The procedure for doing
this is outlined in Algorithm 3.
The main processing of Algorithm 3 is done in the Partition sub-routine.
In line 1 of this sub-routine, we select all those characters in P for which a
value of l can be deducted from their multiplicities. If the number of such
characters is less than αl, we cannot decrement the multiplicities of the char-
acters according to the given partion λ; hence cannot generate any length-k
abelian sub-patterns of P corresponding to λ (i.e. Cλ is empty). At line 5 we
have an abelian pattern of length m′ (m′ = m for the first call of Partition
sub-routine) and we fix exactly αl characters from the characters that were
selected at line 1. At line 6, we create a local copy of the abelian pattern
received from the calling program and then decrement the multiplicities of
each of the fixed characters by l in this copy; by doing so, we obtain an
abelian pattern of length m′ − αll. If l = 1, we have obtained an abelian
pattern of length m − k¯ = k, and in line 10, we compute the size of the
pattern set corresponding to this length-k abelian pattern.
5 Lower Bounds
The following can be stated regarding the lower bounds for online abelian
pattern matching.
Theorem 2. A lower bound for best case time complexity of any oblivious
algorithm of abelian pattern matching in a given text of length n with pattern
size m is Ω(⌊n/m⌋).
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for computing |ASP(P, k)|
Main Algorithm
Input: k¯ := m− k; abelian pattern P =
∑|Σ|
i=1 mci ci of length m
Output: Number of strings in Σk that match abelian sub-patterns of P
1: n← 0
2: for each integer partition λ of k¯ do
3: C ← {c1, . . . , c|Σ|}
4: M← {mc1, . . . , mc|Σ|}
5: n← n+ Partition (k¯, λ,M, C)
6: return n
Partition (l, λ,M,C)
1: C ′ ← {ci ∈ C |mci ≥ l}
2: if |C ′| < αl then
3: return 0
4: num← 0
5: for each distinct Csub = {c1, c2, . . . , cαl} ⊆ C
′ do
6: M ′ ← {m′ci ; such that m
′
ci
= mci ∈M for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Σ|)
7: for each c ∈ Csub do
8: m′c ← m
′
c − l
9: if l = 1 then
10: num←
(
k
m
c
′
1
,...,m
c
′
|Σ|
)
11: else
12: num← num+ Partition(l − 1, λ,M ′, C \ Csub)
13: return num
A lower bound for worst case time complexity of any oblivious algorithm
of abelian pattern matching in a given text of length n with pattern size m is
Ω(n).
Proof. The best case bound is straight forward using a classical adversary
argument.
For the worst case bound, assume that there exists an abelian pattern
matching algorithm A that processes less than n/k characters of the input
text, where k is an arbitrary constant. Given an abelian pattern P , consider
an input text T such that there are at least n/km non-overlapping matching
substrings in T . Then there exists at least one matching substring S in T
such that not all of its characters are processed by A. As the algorithm is
claimed to be correct, it must have output the starting position of S. Now if
11
xtext
shift
overflow character
Figure 2: The gray area shows the information in CFV transferred from the
previous window to the new window.
we replace any of the unread characters of S with an invalid character c (i.e.
c /∈ ΣP ) the output of A should remain unaffected; hence A is not a correct
algorithm.
6 Parameterized Suffix based Algorithm
The main disadvantage of the suffix based algorithm is that it has to reset
CFV after every overflow. In this section we present a parameterized suffix
based algorithm that resets CFV only if the number of the characters read
before an overflow does not exceed ǫm, where ǫ is a user defined parameter.
6.1 The Algorithm
Like the suffix based algorithm, we slide a search window of size m from
left to right along the input text T and process the characters inside the
window in a right to left manner. In case an overflow occurs in this process,
we stop further processing the current window and decrease the frequency of
the current character, call it x, by 1 in CFV , so that CFV again becomes
compatible with P (i.e. CFV [i] ≤ P [i] for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ |Σ|). We also
shift the window to the right such that its new starting position coincides
with the character next to x. So far the processing of this algorithm is the
same as that of the suffix based algorithm with the difference that we have
decremented the frequency of x (which caused the overflow) by 1 in CFV in
this algorithm. Note that CFV contains the information of the whole suffix
(except x) that was read in the previous window, and this suffix is now a
prefix of the current window (Figure 2).
In the parameterized suffix based algorithm, we do not reset CFV blindly
after an overflow has occurred. Instead, we consider the amount of informa-
tion contained in CFV , and if this information is less than or equal to ǫm
(where ǫ is a user defined parameter) then we reset CFV , otherwise we keep
12
box1 box2
Figure 3: CFV contains collective information of a prefix and a suffix of the
current window
without an oveflow
Two boxes unite Current window is 
advanced towards right 
by one position
box 1 box 2 box 1 box 2 box 1
Figure 4: Box 2 unites with box 1 without an overflow. After reporting
the current window as a matching substring, the current window is moved
towards right by one position. The CFV contains information about an
m− 1 length prefix (representing box 1 ) of the new current window
the information in CFV and start reading characters from the end position
of the new current window. This latter case is illustrated in Figure 3: We
have two information boxes in the window, box 1 contains the information
of a prefix of the window and box 2 contains the information of a suffix
of the window, whereas CFV contains the collective information of both
boxes. Note that every time we read a new character in the window, box 2
is extended towards the left.
If in this process both boxes unite without an overflow, then the current
window is a matching abelian substring and we output the starting position
of the current window. We also decrement the frequency of the first char-
acter of the current window by 1 in CFV and advance the current window
towards the right by one position (Figure 4). However, if an overflow occurs
while reading characters in the window, then the current window does not
contain a matching substring and we search for the leftmost occurrence of
the overflown character in the current window. We start reading the char-
acters in the current window from its left end, and decrement the frequency
of each read character by 1 in CFV until we read the overflow character.
We shift the new starting position of the current window next to the latest
read character. Note that CFV now does not contain information about any
character outside the new current window.
Figure 5 illustrates three possible positions of the leftmost occurrence of
the overflow character in the current window. It also shows the resulting
window when the current window is shifted next to the leftmost occurrence
13
leftmost occurrence 
of the overflow character
leftmost occurrence of the overflow character
Figure 5: Three possible positions of the leftmost occurrence of the overflow
character and the resulting windows after shifting the current window next
to the overflow character
start reading here
box 1 box 2
Figure 6: Filling the gap between two information boxes
of the overflow character. The dark gray regions in the figure show those
characters whose count has been decremented in CFV . Note that after this
step, box 2 is no longer a suffix of the resulting current window.
Here once again we have to decide whether or not to reset CFV . In case
the collective information contents of both boxes (box 1 possibly empty)
are less than or equal to ǫm then we reset CFV , otherwise we keep the
information in CFV . However, in the latter case, if we start reading from the
end position of the window, then we could have to manage three information
boxes in the situations where box 2 is not a prefix of the current window.
To avoid this, we start reading characters from the last position of the gap
between box 1 and box 2 in these situations, so that CFV once again contains
information about only a prefix of the current window (Figure 6).
After this gap is filled, CFV once again contains information about only
a prefix of the current window and then we start reading from the right end
of the window creating box 2 to hold information for the rightmost characters
of the window (Figure 3). However, an overflow can occur before the gap
is filled and it can lead to a loop situation until the information in CFV
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Overflow occurred while filling
the gap between box 1 and box 2
Gap is filled
without an overflow
box1 box 2
leftmost occurrence of the overflow character
Figure 7: A loop situation while the gap between box 1 and box 2 is being
filled
becomes less than ǫm (Figure 7). Nevertheless, we never have more than two
information boxes at hand at any time.
In this way we keep on sliding the window along the input text until we
reach the end of the text. Figure 8 illustrates this whole phenomenon.
6.2 Examples
To get a better understanding of the working of the parameterized suffix
based algorithm, we present two examples and show how the algorithm works
for each example using the transition graph presented in Figure 8.
In the following examples, we show different paths taken by the parame-
terized suffix based algorithm in the transition graph of Figure 8 for certain
input strings and abelian patterns.
6.2.1 Example 1 (1→ 2 → 3 → 2→ 3→ 4 → 6)
Consider an input string abcccacbb and an abelian pattern a + b + 3c. Fig-
ure 9 shows how the parameterized suffix based algorithm proceeds along the
transition graph presented in Figure 8 to find the matching abelian patterns
in the text.
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10
11
9
8
76
1
2
4
3
5
(If sum total of the light gray regions ≤ ǫm)
(If the light gray region ≤ ǫm)
(If the light-
gray region ≤ ǫm)
(If sum total of the
light gray regions ≤ ǫm)
overflow occurred
overflow occurred
overflow
overflow
occurred
occurred
Figure 8: Complete transition graph of the parameterized suffix based algo-
rithm with labeled states. In the figure, the light gray regions in a rectangle
represent the characters read in the corresponding search window, hence the
frequencies of these characters are incremented in CFV . The white regions
in a rectangle represent the unread characters of the corresponding window.
The dark gray region in a rectangle represents the characters that occur
before the leftmost occurrence of the overflown character in the window, it
also includes the overflown character; the frequencies of these characters are
decremented in CFV , and the current window is shifted next to the leftmost
occurrence of the overflown character.
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3 b+3c a+b+3cccb c
2 a+b+3cccb c a a+b+3c
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a+b+3cc a+b+3cc2 a c b
a+b+3ca+b+2cc3 a c b
a+b+3cc4 a c b b a+2b+2c
character
overflow
character
overflow
1 a+b+3c
State CFV P
P
Input String
0.4
=
=
=
Current Window
(window is shifted towards right by one position)
2 a+b+3c a+b+3ca b c cc
leftmost occurrence of the oveflow character
(window is shifted next to the leftmost
occurrence of the overflow character)
(window is shifted towards right by one position)
leftmost occurrence of the oveflow character
(window is shifted next to the leftmost
and reset)
occurrence of the overflow character
CFV is reset
abcccacbb
a+b+3c
ǫ
Figure 9: The path taken by the parameterized suffix based algorithm in
the transition graph of Figure 8 for an input string abcccacbb and an abelian
pattern a + b+ 3c with ǫ = 0.4.
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6.2.2 Example 2 (1→ 5 → 6 → 7→ 8→ 9 → 10→ 11→ 9 → 6)
Now consider a different input string abcdeacabecabababcde and an abelian
pattern 2a+ 3b+ 3c+ d+ e. Figure 10 shows the transitions between states
made by the parameterized suffix based algorithm in an attempt to find the
matching abelian patterns in the text.
6.3 Analysis
The parameterized suffix based algorithm has the same best case complexity
as the suffix based algorithm which is Θ(n/m). However, its worst case
complexity is better than that of the suffix based algorithm.
Theorem 3. The upper bound for worst case time complexity of the param-
eterized suffix based algorithm for abelian pattern matching in a given text of
length n with pattern size m is O(n/(1− ǫ)).
Proof. If, for a given input text, the parameterized suffix based algorithm
operates in such a manner that the search window moves along the whole
text without resetting the contents of CFV , then the time complexity of the
algorithm on that input would be similar to the time complexity of the prefix
based algorithm, which is O(n).
However, if during the execution of the algorithm a window is reset after
an overflow, then we would have to process the reset characters again. In the
parameterized suffix based algorithm, two type of resets occur:
1. The resets corresponding to a transition from state 5 to state 1 (Fig-
ure 8), and
2. The resets corresponding to a transition from any of the states 4,8, or
11 to state 1 (Figure 8).
In the resets corresponding to the transition from state 5 to state 1, we read
at most ǫm characters and advance the window by at least (1−ǫ)m positions,
thus giving us a cost of O(ǫ/(1− ǫ)) per character.
In the resets corresponding to transitions from states 4,8, or 11 to state
1, the cost to process one character can be computed as follows:
We start with a search window with no entry in CFV . Now we read X
characters in the window and advance the window by m−X positions. Note
that X > ǫm, otherwise a reset corresponding to the transition from state 5
to state 1 would have taken place. We continue executing the algorithm and
let Y be the number of characters processed (in addition to X) before the
algorithm decides to reset the window. Let Z be the amount of information
18
character
overflow
character
overflow
b eacae5 2a+3b+3c+d+e2a+b+c+2e
b eaca 2a+3b+3c+d+e6 2a+b+c+e
character
overflow
character
overflow
b eaca 2a+3b+3c+d+e7 a b 3a+2b+c+e
b eaca 2a+3b+3c+d+ea b 3a+2b+c+e8
b eac 2a+3b+3c+d+e9 a b 2a+2b+c+e
character
overflow
character
overflow
b eac 2a+3b+3c+d+ea b10 a b 3a+3b+c+e
b eac
b e 2a+3b+3c+d+e9 a ba b 2a+3b+e
b e
State Current Window CFV P
1 2a+3b+3c+d+e
(window is shifted next to the overflow character)
leftmost occurrence of the oveflow character
(window is shifted next to the leftmost 
occurrence of the overflow character)
leftmost occurrence of the oveflow character
2a+3b+3c+d+ea ba b 3a+3b+c+e11
(window is shifted next to the leftmost 
occurrence of the overflow character)
2a+3b+3c+d+ea ba b6 2a+3b+c+ec
 abcdeacabecabababcde
 2a+3b+3c+d+eP
Input String
0.4
=
=
=ǫ
Figure 10: The path taken by the parameterized suffix based algorithm in
the transition graph of Figure 8 for an input string abcdeacabecabababcde
and an abelian pattern 2a+ 3b+ 3c+ d+ e with ǫ = 0.4.
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contained in CFV at the time of reset (clearly Z ≤ ǫm). During this whole
process, the window is advanced by (m−X) + (X + Y − Z) = m+ Y − Z
positions along the input text. So we read X + Y characters to advance the
window by m+ Y − Z positions.
This gives the following cost per character:
(X + Y )/(m+ Y − Z)
≤ (m+ Y )/(m+ Y − Z) (since m ≥ X)
≤ (m+ Y )/(m+ Y − ǫm) (since Z ≤ ǫm)
≤ m/(m− ǫm) (since (m/m− ǫm) > 1 and Y > 0)
= 1/(1− ǫ)
Hence the complexity of the parameterized suffix based algorithm is bounded
by O(n/(1− ǫ)) in the worst case.
7 Future Directions
Pattern matching in strings is an already established research area, however,
abelian pattern matching is quite a new direction of research. The study of
methods and algorithms for abelian pattern matching is still in its infancy
and only little literature is available on this topic.
In this report we have presented two fundamental approaches to solve
this problem and further showed how we can parameterize the suffix based
approach to limit its disadvantage. We have also given a tight lower bound
for this problem.
Now when we have algorithms for abelian pattern matching that run in
linear time, the next step is to find algorithms that run sub-linearly with
some preprocessing of the text. So we can think about indexing strategies
for a given text in which we want to find abelian patterns.
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